Set 1
Fanfare/Fight Song

*wait out - wait up*

Play Fanfare (All)
Fight Song (m1 - m4)
Set 2

Fight Song (n 5 - m36-end) = 64 counts

FM 64 - 16 to 5

Set #2  Counts: 64  Measures:

Director Viewpoint
Set 4

#Fight Song (m.21 - m.28) = 16 cts
PM 16 (b to 5) towards horn stand
then...

m29 - end = HOLD

The Horse (m.1 - m.2) - Intro
HOLD

Set #4  Counts: 16  Measures:

Director Viewpoint
Set 5
The Horse (m. 3 - m 6) = 16 cts.
FTP 16

Set #5  Counts: 16  Measures:
Set 7
The Horse (m 11 - m 14) = 16 cts
FTP 16

Set #7  Counts: 16  Measures:
Set 8
The Horn (m 15 - m 18) = 16 cts.

FTP 16
Set 9
The Horse (m 19 - m 22) = 16 cts
HOLD 16

Set #9  Counts: 16  Measures:
Set 11
The Horse (forming CHS) = 16 clts each

Each group move 16 clts when told

Set #11  Counts: 16  Measures: